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Abstract-Attention is focused in this paper on: (i) definitions of alternate measures of “stress-resultants” and 
“stress-couples” in a finitely deformed shell (finite mid-plane stretches as well as finite rotations); (ii) mixed 
variational principles for shells, undergoing large mid-plane stretches and large rotations, in terms of a stress 
function vector and the rotation tensor. In doing so, both types of polar decomposition, namely rotation followed 
by stretch, as well as stretch followed by rotation, of the shell midsurface, are considered; (iii) two alternate 
bending strain measures which depend on rotation alone for a finitely deformed shell; (iv) objectivity of 
constitutive relations, in terms of these alternate strain/“stress-resultants”, and “stress-couple” measures, for 
finitely deformed shells. To motivate these topics, and for added clarity, a discussion of relevant alternate stress 
measures, work-conjugate strain measures, and mixed variational principles with rotations as variables, is 
presented first in the context of three-dimensional continuum mechanics. 

Comments are also made on the use of the presently developed theories in conjunction with mixed-hydrid finite 
element methods. Discussion of numerical schemes and results is deferred to the Part II of the paper, however. 

NOMENCLATURE 

undeformed body 
deformed body 
curvilinear coordinates in B, and convected 

coordinates in b 
another set of curvilinear coordinates in b 
under a symbol denotes a vector 
under a symbol denotes a second-order 

tensor 
A&? denotes a second-order tensor in 

dyadic notation 
AsBig, 
C’B: 

gradient operator 
base vectors in B 
convected base vectors in b 
another set of base vectors in b 
deformation gradient tensor of a 3-D con- 

tinuum 
polar decomposition of E 
stretch tensors 
rigid rotation tensor 
unit normal to an oriented surface in B 
unit normal to an oriented surface in b 
absolute determinant of E 
8.8 
IJ=.n 
Cauchy stress tensor 
Kirchhoff stress tensor 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 

Yl’his paper is presented to my good friend, Prof. Kyuichiro 
Washizu on the occasion of his 60th birthday and the completion of 
a distinguished academic career at the University of Tokyo. 

SRegents’ Professor of Mechanics. 

second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 
Biot or Lure’ stress tensor 
symmetrized Biot or Lure’ stress tensor 
“convected stress tensor” 
two other “induced” stress tensors 
RT.7,R 
&+.zj= 
1/2(T* t T*=) = &r,BT 
Eulerean strain rate tensor 
velocity gradient tensor 
right-Cauchy-Green deformation tensor 
Ieft-Cauchy-Green deformation tensor 
Green-Lagrange strain tensor 
Almansi strain tensor 
natural logarithm 
rate of increase of internal energy (“stress- 

working-rate”) per unit undeformed 
volume 

strain energy per unit initial volume 
“complementary energy” 
undeformed mid-surface of a shell 
deformed mid-surface of a shell 
base vectors on S 
unit normal to S 
second fundamental form of S 
base vectors on s 
unit normal to s 
mid-surface deformation gradient 
polar decomposition of & 
mid-plane in a Kirchoff-Love theory 
BAe 
BT.$ 
Cauchy stress-resultant tensor for a shell 
Cauchy stress-couple tensor for a shell 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress resultant tensor 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress resultant 

tensor 
Biot-Lure’ stress-resultant tensor 
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symmetrized Biot-Lure’ stress-resultant 
tensor 

stress-resultant counterpart of the 3-D con- 
tinuum measure T* 

t/2(,.4 t T*cr) - 
first Piola-Kirchoff stress-couple tensor 
second Piola-Kirchhoff stress-couple tensor 
Biot-Lure’ stress couple tensor 
symmetrized Biot-Lure’ stress-couple 

tensor 
stress-couple counter part of T* 
l/2(++ ,*rr) 
second fundamental form of the deformed 

shell mid-surface s 
&T.b.to 
bending strain measure, equal to b*. &’ 
bending strain measure, equal to I$.h*.&’ 
stress function vector 
functionals defined in text 

INTRODUCTION 

contemporary mechanicians such as 
Hill, and others have done much in 

placing the theories of nonlinear behavior of continua on 
a firm, and rational basis. The advent of nonlinear com- 
putational mechanics in the past decade or so has not 
only brought these aesthetically appealing theoretical 
developments to the practical level of a technologist, but 
also, in the opinion of the author, has had, and has the 
enormous potential for, enriching these theories through 
the search for alternative formulations that may lead to 
computationally more efficient algorithms. On a broad 
philosophical level, one may observe that most theories 
of modern continuum mechanics involve differential or 
integral operators, whereas computational mechanics 
relies on discrete operations. Thus it is fruitful to think 
of formulating theories of mechanics starting from a 
discrete viewpoint. A case in point is the question of 
objectivity of stress rates used in continuum 
mechanics [ 11, whereas computational mechanics in- 
volves the employment of stress-increments which 
remain objective over finite time steps [2,3]. 

The origin and motivation of this paper lie in the above 
objective, even though the contents of the paper are in 
no way meant to indulge in a broad philosophical dialo- 
gue. The scope of the paper is rather narrow: (i) to 
discuss the alternative ways of defining stress measures 
and conjugate strain measures, and the resulting alter- 
nate forms of the relevant field equations for a solid 
undergoing finite deformation (finite strains and finite 
rotations), (ii) to discuss mixed variational formulations, 
involving rotations, for finitely deformed solids, and (iii) 
most importantly to discuss the ramifications of (i) and 
(ii) in the analysis of thin shells undergoing large mid- 
surface stretches as well as midsurface rotations. Even- 
though item (iii) is the main purpose of the paper, items 
(i) and (ii) are included for the reasons: (a) to properly 
motivate the definitions of alternate “stress-resultant” 
measures and “stress-couple” measures, and in the in- 
terest of clarity and completeness, (b) to preserve the 
essential symbolic aesthetics of modern continuum 
mechanics in a shell theory as well, and finally (c) to 
serve as first principles to later develop higher-order 
shell theories including transverse shear and thickness 
stretch, whereas the present work is limited to shell 
theories based on the well-known Kirchhoff-Love hypo- 
theses. 

The subject of alternate stress measures in a finitely 
deformed solid continuum, to be sure, has been discussed 
in, what the author believes to be, a somewhat of a 
fragmentary form in various works such as those of 
Eringen[4], Truesdell and No11 [l], Hill [S], Biot[6], 
Lure’[7], Fraejis de Veubeke[l], and the author and his 
colleaguesB, IO], and others. However, a concise sum- 
mary of these measures, the motivation for their intro- 
duction, their physical interpretation, and the strain- 
measures which are work-conjugate to these stress 
measures, do not appear to have been documented in a 
single source, with an unified notation. An attempt is 
made herein to meet this objective while, in doing so, 
certain other new stress-measures and their conjugate 
strain measures are introduced. 

Employing the various stress and strain measures, 
certain mixed variational principles, primarily those in- 
volving finite-rotations of material elements as direct 
variables, and which can form the basis for efficient 
mixed-hybrid finite element methods[9, lo] are dis- 
cussed. More comments of an introductory nature are 
included at the beginning of the section dealing with this 
topic later in this paper. 

Turning now to the primary objective of this paper, we 
note that linear and nonlinear shell theories have been 
the objects of fruitful scientific preoccupation of many a 
distinguished mechanician such as Sanders [ 111, 
Koiter[l2], Budianskytl31, Reissner[l4], Simmonds[lS]. 
Pietraszkiewicz[l6], Wempner [17], and many more. The 
works of Sanders[ll] and Budiansky[l3] deal with non- 
linear shell theories wherein the field equations and 
boundary conditions are written in terms of midsurface 
displacement components. The resulting sets of equa- 
tions are well-known to be quite complicated. One can 
hardly, in the author’s opinion, take issue with the 
statement of Simmonds [IS] that, “the equations of 
motion of (even) an elastically isotropic shell undergoing 
small strain but large rotation are of immense com- 
plexity. To mount a frontal assault on THE SHELL 
PROBLEM--to solve the equations of motion for arbi- 
trary geometry and arbitrary initial conditions-seems 
patently absurd”. It is in this sense that it is imperative to 
look at alternative ways of formulating “THE SHELL 
PROBLEM” so that a rational application of com- 
putational mechanics can at least partially meet the 
objective of solving “the shell problem”, rather than 
relying solely on ad hoc, but perhaps expedient and 
“inexpensive” techniques such as employing 3-D iso- 
parametric finite elements in connection with “reduced- 
integration”. However, all considerations of com- 
putations of “the shell problem” are deferred to Part II 
of the present paper. 

Important contributions in the direction of novel ways 
of writing shell equations, with a view towards their 
simplification, have been made by Reissner 
[18-211, Simmonds and Danielson[22,23], and 
Pietraszkiewicz[l6]. Reissner showed that the equations 
for nonlinear axisymmetric shells of revolution can be 
written in a much simpler form in terms of rotation and 
stress function than in terms of displacements. Later, 
Simmonds and Danielson[23] attempted to obtain 
similar simplifications for arbitrary shells, using a finite 
rotation vector and a stress function vector. The work in 
[23] may now be recognized to be based on a polar- 
decomposition of shell midsurface deformation gradient 
into a rigid rotation followed by pure stretch. In 
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this process, they[23] define a bending strain measure 
that is dependent solely on rigid rotations. Pietrasz- 
kiewicz, on the other hand, while not necessarily having 
the same objectives as in [23], presents an exhaustive 
study of the formulation of basic relations of the non- 
linear shell theory in the Lagrangean description, the 
theory of finite rotations in shells, and other associated 
problems. 

dy = Ed& = dR.F’ (1.3) 

dR = F-‘.d! = drFT (1.4) 

wherein, ( )-’ denotes an inverse, and ( )T denotes a 
transpose. The component representations of F and F-’ 
are 

The present work, motivated in part by that of 
Simmonds, attempts the following, instead: (i) the several 
alternate measures, some believed to be introduced 
newly here, of stress-resultants and stress-couples in a 
finitely deformed shell are defined naturally from their 
counterparts in 3-D continuum mechanics, (ii) the equa- 
tions of force and moment balance for a finitely defor- 
med shell are written down concisely in terms of these 
alternate stress measures. These equations exhibit their 
essential similarity to their 3-D counterparts, (iii) mixed 
variational principles involving the rigid rotation tensor 
and stress function vector are developed for arbitrary 
finite deformations (arbitrary mid-plane stretch as well as 
arbitrary rigid rotation) of an arbitrary shaped shell. In 
doing so, both types of polar-decomposition (a) pure 
mid-plane stretch followed by rigid rotation, as well as 
(b) rigid-rotation followed by a pure mid-plane stretch 
are considered. In the case of (b) the present results are 
compared with those of [23] and the differences are 
critically examined; (iv) in the context of a semilinear 
isotropic elastic material, the principle of objectivity is 
met naturally by the definition of two alternate bending 
strain measures (both of which depend solely on rigid 
rotations) and two alternate stretching strain measures, 
and (v) eventhough the present theory is valid for arbi- 
trary mid-plane stretchs, and arbitrary rotations, no ad 
hoc definitions of “modified stress-resultants” and 
“modified bending strains” are employed, as appears to 
be the case in the celebrated works of Koiter[l2], 
Sanders [ 131 and Budiansky [ 141. 

The application of the present theories in conjugation 
with the mixed hybrid finite element methods, currently 
underway, will be reported in the forthcoming Part II of 
the paper. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

In the interest of clarity and completeness, the per- 
tinent ideas in the paper are developed from first prin- 
ciples 

Let P be a point with a position vector R, in the 
undeformed body, ‘B’. Let p be the map of P in the 
deformed configuration, ‘b’, and let the position vector 
of p be I. In general, R and r may be measured in 
different coordinate frames. Let 

dR = &d.$’ (1.1) 

where [’ are general, curvilinear, coordinates in B. Then. 
let 

d/=gidn’=gJd[’ (1.2) 

where qi are another set of curvilinear coordinates in- 
troduced in b, while [’ and ‘6’ are the “convected” 
coordinates 

For instance, 6’ in ‘B’, and ni in ‘b’ can both be 
Cartesian, while 6’ in ‘b’ will, in general, be convected 
into curvilinear coordinates. The deformation gradient 
tensor F, can be written as: 

(1.5) 

Because of the one-to-one nature of deformation, for 
every dR, there is a non-zero dy. Thus F is non-singular, 
and can be decomposed into a pure-stretch and rigid 
rotation, through the polar-decomposition theorem, as: 

such that 

F=R.U=V.R (1.6) - __ -- 

and 

RR= = I= R’.R (1.7) 

IJ’ = FT.F; I(’ = EFT (1.8) 

where q and V are symmetric, positive definite, stretch 
tensors, R a rigid-rotation tensor (and hence orthogonal), 
and 1 is an identity tensor. The physical interpretation of 
F = R. tJ is that dR is first stretched at P to dR* through 
dR* = rCJ.dR. Then, dR* at P is transported parallelly to 
p, and rotated at p to d_r at p through dy= R.dR*. 
Likewise, the interpretation of F = V.4 is that dR at p is 
transported parallelly to p, and rotated at p to d_r* at p 
through dr* = RdR. Then d_r* at p is stretched to d_r at p 
through dg = V.dy*. 

Now, suppose that there is an oriented area (da) with a 
unit outward normal n [i.e. when (da) is at the outer 
boundary of the solid, the normal is outwards], at p. Let 
the image at P in ‘B’, corresponding to cda, be NdA. It 
can be shown [ I] from purely geometrical considerations, 
that 

(NdA) = f (da!).? (1.9) 

(dun) = J(dAy)J- (1.10) 

where J is the absolute determinant of F. It can also be 
seen that J = do/dV = polo, where p. is the mass-density 
at P, while p is that at p. It is evident that, 

Jz = det (F?@ = det u’ = det V’ (1.11) 

hence, J = det v = det V, while the determinant of R is 
1. It is noted that the parallel translation and rigid rota- 
tion through R does not produce any length, area, and 
volume changes of material elements, and these are 
solely due to stretches, lJ or V. Thus, if an oriented area 
(dAN) is considered at P, the stretch v maps this into 
an oriented area dan*; the rotation R has then the effect 
of mapping don* to dag at p; thus only the unit normal 
n* has changed to n, but the area da is unchanged by R. 
Thus, we may write: 

F= &L(: dun* = Jv-‘.(dAN) = J(dAN).v-’ 

(1.12) 
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da!!= Ij.(dan*) = (dag*).&'. (1.13) 

Likewise in the case of rotation I$ followed by stretch IJ 
we may consider the undeformed (dAN) to be mapped 
to (dAN*) by 4, while (dAN*) is mapped to (dart) by lJ 
Thus, 

e = y.I$ (dAH*) = &.(dAN) = (dAN).R= 

(duo) = Jy-‘.(dA&‘*) = .r(dA!j*).y-‘. 

With the above preliminaries, we now consider the 
definitions of alternate “stress” measures that are useful 
in characterizing the internal forces in a finitely defor- 
med (with finite rotations as well as finite stretches) solid. 

2.ALTERNATESTRWMEASURES 

Let (dan) be an oriented differential area at p, in the 
deformed solid ‘b’. Let the internal force acting on this 
area be df. The “true” stress tensor, or often-called as 
the Caucliy stress tensor, is defined through the fun- 
damental relation, 

df = (dan).c 

In component form, we write: 

(2.1) 

n = n”g, = nmgm = n’*g, = n,.g’ (2.2) 

wherein the usual summation convention is employed. 
The (*) in n,. is used to emphasize that these are 
components in convected bases g, at p as opposed to the 
bases G, at P. Likewise, the component representation 
of 3 in the well-known dyadic notation, is: 

7 = 7iig’gj = Jigigi = 7fjgigj = +igi 
- __ 
= 7M.N.g”gN = r”‘N’g,ugN = 7$g,gN 

= &.&.J. (2.3) 

We now introduce several alternative tensors of “stress 
measures” through their following fundamental relations 
to the differential force vector df acting on an oriented 
surface (dan) at p in ‘b’. 

df = (dac).T (2.4a) 

= (dAN). t (2.4b) 

= (dAN).s,.F= (2.4~) - _ 
= (dan*).T.e’ (2.4d) 

= (dAN).r_*.R= (2.4e) 

= (day*). T* (2.4f) 

= +(dan).c. (2.4g) 

The physical interpretations of the various above 
“stress” tensors can be given from the relations: 

(dAN).t_ = df (2.5a) 

(dAN).s_, = df.F-= = F-‘.df = d[ (2.5b) 

(dan*).r = df.8 =RT.df 3 dl (2.5~) 

(dAN).r* = df.4 = &=.df = df* (2.5d) _ _ 
(dAN*. T”) = df. (2.5e) 

The tensor ! is often referred to as the first Piola- 
Kirchhoff or the Piola-Lagrange[l, 8) stress tensor. It is 
“derived” by moving df acting on (dan), in parallel 
transport to the image (dAN) in the undeformed 
configuration ‘B’. By using the geometrical relation (1.9) 
it is seen that: 

[ = J(F- I.?). (2.6) 

As is known, and to be seen later, in the absence of body 
couples, 7 is symmetric. From (2.6) above, it is seen that 
t is in general unsymmetric. The component represen- 
tation of t can be seen to be: 

t =J at’ i. 
_ -&r 7.. I;&?” = J?SI;KgN 

=la5J7im 
871’ 

G,&,, = J?K*M’GKg&, 

= ~“‘G,&, = ~KM*G,‘g~ = .rF-‘.7. (2.7) - _ 

The tensor Q is often referred to as the second Piola- 
Kirchhoff stress tensor[l].A It is “derived” by first 
“creating” a force vector df = F-‘.df and then moving 
df, in parallel transport, on to the oriented area (dAN) in 
B. From (2.5b) and (1.9) it is seen that: 

$1 = J(F-‘.&j. (2.8) 

Assuming that 7 is symmetric, cl is symmetric. Its com- 
ponent representation is seen to be: 

= s:%m = (SAJLG’GL = (s,,:&@ = (s,L%‘G. 
= J(f-‘.?.F-=) (2.9 

where 

(s,),= = (s)Y’G,J&, etc. (2.10) 

Thus the raising and lowering of components of s_, in 
G,GK basis is performed with the metric GKL and Gm 
-The tensor a of (2.4g) is often referred to as the 

Kirchhoff stress. It is simply a scalar (J) multiple of 5 
When 7 is symmetric, so is a. Its component represen- 
tation is: 

ar ar agJ agJ 
gi=-g=-g-$=gJ$ (2.12) 

Thus, 

u 
M*N*= JTMsN* _ at” “gJ - 27” 2,’ (2.13) 
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and 
ffM*N’= fl K*J*gKM&l. (2.14) 

Thus the raising/lowering of indices of components of q 
in the convected basis system is performed with the 
metric gKL, gKL. It is seen from (2.9) and (2.13) 

ff hi”N’= MN 
--s1 but oMej+ f (s,)MN. (2.15) 

Thus the contravariant components of q in the con- 
vected bases g1 are numerically equal to the con- 
travariant components of xl in the bases GX. This, 
however, does not, of course, imply that q = s,; since 
the covariant and mixed components of these tensors are 
not equal. From this view point, it is then evident that in 
fact we may create 4 different tensors s, (a = I, 2, 3,4) 
such that: 

(2.16) 

etc. (2.17) 

etc. (2.18) 

etc. (2.19) 

g,,, = gL$ and gm = $gK, (2.20) 

it is seen from the relations of the type u,,,,$“g” = 
oMtN.gMgN, that 

an” arj” 

and 

(2.21) 

($2) MN = (r&GKMGLN. 

Thus, from (2.21) and (1.5) it is seen that: 

(2.22) 

9 = FT.y.Ej’ 5 J(FT.?.B. (2.23) 

When T is symmetric, so is s_z, which? has been referred 
to as the “convected stress tensor” by Truesdell and 
Noll[l]. However a more apt definition of %, as sketched 
above, simply is that it is an induced tensor whose 
covutiunt components in the I;K bases are equal to the 
co~u~u~f components of q in the convected bases gK. 
Likewise, one can show that: 

- ~=Caq~jjK_l._ 
ag” a7]n G GK 

= F-‘.@= J(F_‘XF) (2.24) 

when T is symmetric, s7 is not, in general. The author 
did noi succeed in finding a “historical” reference to s+ 
We can also see that: 

&= &;:,l;M& = @” a71m ag” 
m-at” 8~" 

fg== r;T.q‘p-"s,T 

(2.25) 

+More correctly, Truesdell and Noll[l] refer to (I/J)& as the 
convected stress tensor. 
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when T is symmetric, s., is not, in general. Once again, no 
“histo&al” reference can be found for c4. 

We now consider the meaning of r. First consider the 
polar decomposition c = R. r/. The stretch I!/ transforms 
@dA to (n*da) as in (1.12), and (n*dn) 1s rotated to 
@da) as in (1.13). After stretching by u, internal forces 
are generated in the solid. Let the force vector acting on 
(n* x da) be df*. During rotation by R, df* is transformed 
todf = R.dj* = df*.@; thusdf* = 6’ df* = df.R.ThusT 
is the “stress” tensor derived from the traction dJ* acting 
on (n*du) as seen from (2.5~). Thus it is a stress tensor in 
the stretched but not rotated configuration, and, like the 
true stress T, is measured per unit deformed area. Thus 

(dan*).r = df* = df.R = (dun).T.R 

= (dan*).R’.T.R. (2.26) 

Thus, 

r = RT.T.R. (2.27) 

If ‘I is symmetric, so is r, which “bears” no name as far 
as the author knows. Suppose now 
on the “stretched” con~guration 
transport, onto the image (YdA) 
derive a stress tensor r* such that 

(dA&).r_* = df* = df.R 

= (da&.<.& 

= J(dAN).F- 

or 

r*=JF-’ TR _ f_ .z_ 

we move df* acting 
@*da), in parallel 
at P. We can then 

‘.?.R (2.28) 

(2.29) 

When T is symmetric, r* is in general unsymmetric. It is 
often referred to [2,24jas the Biot-Lure’ stress tensor. It 
is convenient to introduce a symmetric “stress” tensor r, 
such that 

[ = (<* t [*T)/2. (2.30) 

It is worth mentioning, however, that while c* is 
naturally related to the concept of a ~~acri~~ IS in (2.28), 
no similar explanation is possible, in general, for ?: The 
symmetric tensor r is sometimes referred to[8,9] as the 
Jaumann stress tensor. 

Finally, we consider the meaning of T*. First consider 
the polar decomposition e = V.R. The rotation R trans- 
forms (NdA) to (@*dA), whtch in turn is mapped to 
@da) through the stretch V. If the force (dfl acting on 
(@da) in the final configuration is moved,- m parallel 
transport, onto its image (N*dA) in the rotated but not 
stretched configuration, we can derive a stress tensor T* 
such that: 

(&*dA).T* = df = (#da).? 

= (v*dA).Jv-‘.I. (2.3 1) 

Thus, 

T* = Jy-‘.T (2.32) 

Even if 7 is symmetric, T* is unsymmetric, in general. TO 
the author’s best historical knowledge, no name is 
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attached to T*. It is convenient to introduce a symmetric If p is the mass density in ‘b’L the virtual internal 
T such that energy per unit mass, denoted by W is: 

2T = T*’ + T*. (2.33) -- _ 

It is noted that while T* is related to the concept of a 
traction, T is not in general. 

For convenience of later reference, we summarize the 
various “stress” measures and their interrelationship in 
the following. 

(3.4) 

If p. is the mass density in the undeformed body ‘B’, the 
rate of increase of internal energy per unit of un- 
deformed volume, denoted by W,, is: 

t = J(F-‘.T) = s,.F== JU-‘.r.RT = ‘*.R= = IjT.T* - - - _ - - _ _ 
(2.34) 

$1 = J(f-‘.T.F-=) = (.FmT (2.35) 

u = Jr _ _ (2.36) 

sz = F=.u.F _ _ (2.37) 

s, = F_‘.a.F = SqT (2.38) 

T=R’:r.R=fri.!.l!=fri.s,.cl (2.39) 

‘* = JF-‘.~.lj = <.Ij = s,.q = Ju-‘.r (2.40) 

1 1 
r=p+~T.f)=+j.p Us_,) (2.41) 

T” = J(&f-I.?) = Jy-‘.? = rJ.[= Q*.l$= 

= ~.~,.~.l$T (2.42) 

T =+.t t tT.R=) =+(r*+ r*‘r),R7 _ _ _ _ _ _ 

J.STRESS-WORKING-RATE,CONJUGATE"STRALN" 
MEASURESANDELASTlCPOTENTL4LS 

Consider the deformed body ‘b’, wherein the true 
stress tensor at point ‘p’ is 7. Consider a small volume u* 
with a bounding surface s at p. When viewed as a 
free-body, this material volume is acted on by: (i) body 
forces (f-a), where a is the absolute acceleration of the 
material particle, and (ii) surface traction (~J.T) per unit 
area, exerted by the surrounding medium. Let the m- 
stantaneous velocity of the material particle at p be _o. 

_u = vmgm = UJ’& (3.1) 

We define a second-order velocity gradient tensor e as: 

< = vK.;LgKgL = v,;.gmgn (3.2) 

where ( ); represents a covariant derivative w.r.t. the 
coordinate identified by the follower index. It is noted 
that the covariant differentiation in (3.2) involves the 
metric g,, or gK’. It can be shown easilyI that the 
stress-working rate (or the rate of increase of internal 
energy) per unit volume in b, denoted here by w is given 
by: 

ci/ =; 7K*J* 
(OK.;, + V,.;K) =; 7:(g t e_=j 

= q& (3.3) 

where, by definition, 5 = l/2(< t e’), is the “strain” rate 
referred to the configuration ‘b’. 

*o_;w_ JW. (3.5) 

Hence, 

tio=J~:<=~:~. (3.6) 

Since a is symmetric, from the simple properties of trace 
operation given in Appendix 1, it is seen that 

ci/, = a:< = a:<. (3.7) 

Recall that 

dV ac 
e_ = vK.;LgK& = v,;,gmgn = -g= = -+g”. 

371 - 877 - 

(3.8) 

If one expresses _v in the basis system GK at P in B, 

_v = I@ (3.9) 

one can see that 

< = k.LGK&?L = UK.1 ---ii _ ;iJ GKg" (3.10) 

where ( ),L denotes a covariant differentiation at P with 
respect to the coordinate 5” identified by the follower 
index L, and thus involves the metric at P. Recall that 

i 
e = %8&K = (GMK + h,,K)G"GK 

a.6 
(3.11) 

and 

F-’ +,gi (3.12) 

hence, 

e = v&,,@G K. 

Thus, it follows from (3.10, 12 and 13) that 

(3.13) 

< = f7’ (3.14) 

We now define the right-Cauchy-Green deformation 
tensor c, the Green-Lagrange strain tensor r, the left- 
Cauchy-Green deformation tensor @, and the Almansi 
strain tensor p as follows: 

c=p’p=!t27= q’ 

B = F.FT = (2cj t !)-I = v* - __ 

where 1 is the identity (metric tensor). 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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It then follows that: 

c=2j= r/.Lj+ & (3.17) 

= @TF t FT.@ = FT.(<T t f?).F = 2FT.<.,F (3.18) 

$= y.iJt iJ.y=@T+f.p (3.19) 

= (@.FT t EF=$) = (e,@ + @.$j. (3.20) 

Using (3.14, 17-20) in (3.7) and employing the properties 
of trace operation as in Appendix 1, we see that: 

Also, 

“ii,=q:~=q:&.(CJ,q+ Lj.LJ).F-‘] 

=+I .(r.F-=]:[U.qt CJCJ] 

=(F-‘.a.F-T):(Lr.Q)=(F-‘.CT.F-T.U):~ 

= (F-‘.qX): Q = r*: q. (3.22) 

Since q is symmetric, 

ci/o = ;(<* t [*=): Cj = ‘: lJ (3.23) 

Also, 

=f[~-~.~t~.q:q =;r:ru-l.Qt ii.r.r']. __ 
(3.24) 

In general 0 and q-’ need not be co-axial. Now we try 
to evaluate the term v-‘.Lj. To this end, let A,, AZ, A, be 
eigen-values of q, and & be the representation of r( in 
the eigen-directions. (Thus, ? is a diagonal matrix.) Then, 
there exists an orthogonal transformation (y such that 

and hence, 

u = a’.,&c (3.25) 

and 

u-’ = CT.?-‘.% (3.26) 

iJ=ciTAataTA’ataTA& - _ * _’ _ _ . _* _ _ . _’ _ (3.27) 

lju-’ = 43% t aT.&‘.q t g’.&&.<=.y’.< 
(3.28) 

l/‘.Q = a_=.4 t eT.&-‘A.a + aT.Am’.a.bT.A.a. -- _ - __ 
- 13.29) 

Now, we consider a diagonal matrix InA wherein the 
diagonal elements are InA,, InA2, and InA+ Thus, we see 
that 

We note that 

In r( = c ‘.ln&.a (3.30) 

$(In?) = &-‘.i = A.?-’ (3.31) 

and 

$(lnU) = _T.ln,+ t a7 _ .i(ln&).a t ~T.ln&c+ 

(3.32) 

Using (3.30-32) in (3.29) we see that 

ci~‘.Q=a~.&t~(lnU)-4~.ln?.a-r3’.ln?.~ 

t ~T.&-‘.~.@‘*&~. (3.33) 

Thus, from (3.24), (3.26) and (3.33) it follows: 

w,=fr:[gT~tdln(l-h’.ln?.q-a’.ln?.q 
- dt - 

d 
t u-‘.aiT.a.Ut~T.at-lnU-aT.ln?.oi 

dt 

- _T.ln&n t lJ.g’.&~-‘]. (3.34) 

However, since aT.< = I, a’.4 t e’.c =O. Thus, for 
general materials, it follows: 

=IT:~(ln~)+f[LI-‘.~.U- LJlJ.fJ’]:~*.g 

-J(~.ln~-InU.lJ:ciT.a - - _ (3.35) 

However, for materials that behave isotropically in the 
deformed state, it is known[l] that 7 and y are coaxial 
(have the same eigen directions). Since r = eT.7.R, and 
v = rj’. V.4, it then follows that for isotropic materials, 
r and g are coaxial. Thus lJ, I!J, u-‘, as well as InlJ are 
coaxial for isotropic materials. Thus it follows that for 
isotropic materials, 

u-‘.r.lJ = lJ.r.g-‘; r.lnI( = 1nU.r. (3.36) 

Thus, for isotropic materials, the stress-working rate is: 

d 
W, = Jr: jj (In LJ. (3.37) 
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For general materials, however, it is to be stressed that 
(3.35) applies. 

Finally, 

The above expression is true for general materials. 
However, only for materials that are isotropic in ‘b’, it is 
seen that 0, V, and V-’ are all coaxial. Thus, for iso- 
tropy, 

v.a.v-’ = y+‘.(r. y. - _ _ 

Hence, for isotropic materials, it follows that 

(3.39) 

. 1 . 
w,=p(v.y-‘t y-‘.y). (3.40) 

Once again, even for isotropic materials, e and V need 
not be coaxial. Thus letting 

II= #G’+.~ (3.41) 

In V = fi’.ln& (3.42) 

where p is the diagonal matrix representation of V in its’ 
eigen-directions, we see as before that, 

+ @‘.i.-‘.a*~‘.&l! (3.43) 

Analogous to the development in eqns (3.34, 35), since a, 
V, In I’, I(-’ are coaxial for isotropic materials, it then 
follows that 

d 
Wo=q:zInIJ. (3.44) 

For non-isotropic materials eqn (3.38) applies. Also, from 
(3.38), it follows in the case of isotropy: 

eqns (3.44, 45) were also noted in [25], but their limits of 
applicability to materials that are isotropic in the defor- 
med state were not emphasized. 

In summary, for convenience of future reference, we 
note that: (i) for any general material the following holds: 

=;q:(v,V-‘t v’.~t~[V.,,v’-V~‘.,.V]:R.R’ _ __ .- 

= T:Ijt;[V.T*T- T*.Vj:R.RT. _ - (3.46) 

(ii) only for materials that are isotropic in b, the follow- 
ing holds: 

~~=J~:~(InU)=~:~(In~= T:V. (3.47) - _ 

In view of eqns (3.46,47) it is recognized that: (i) for any 
elastic material. 

aw, aw, aw, 
t_=$T; <1=-g r=- (3.48) 

whereas, (ii) for isotropic elastic materials, 

Jr=%; cyg&: p!c$ (3.49) 

However, for any elastic material, it is to be noted that 
the principle of frame-indifference [ I] requires that W, be 
a function only of FT.E Thus, 

w, = W,(FT.Q = W,( rg = W,(RT. VR). (3.50) 

Thus W, is a function of either u or (RT. V.8). 

3.MOMENTUMBALANCECONDITlONS 

The local momentum balance conditions for the 
deformed body ‘b’ can be written as: 

(LMB): ;j-~~dnz=j$+~~drn (4.1) 

(AMB): $1 _rx_vdm = \ (rxdf)+/ ($Nm 
” I ” 

(4.2) 

where: (i) LMB and AMB stand for linear and angular 
momentum balance, respectively (ii) m denotes mass, 
(iii) df = n.Tda (iv) f are prescribed body forces per unit 
mass.? Assuming that mass is conserved, i.e. dm/dt = 0, 
we have: 

(LMB): I,dJ+/ (f-a)dm=O (4.3) 
” - 

and 

(AMB): j (ndf)+l g(j- a)dm = 0. (4.4) 
s ” 
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Let ~ be the gradient operator at p in b: i.e. 

Then, upon application of the divergence theorem, it 
follows that 

and 

(LMB): v.~+p(f-a)=0 (4.6) 

(AMB): 7 = T= or 4: = a’. (4.7) 

Upon substituting for df = da!.? the various alternate 
representations, as given in (2.4), one can derive alter- 
nate forms of (LMB) and (AMB) in terms of the alter- 
nate stress measures defined earlier. To this end let us 
define 0, to be the gradient operator at P in B, i.e. 

I&= G'$ 

Thus, it can be shown easily that (LMB) and (AMB) take 
the following forms: 

can again be considered a “primal” principle. However, 
there does not appear to exist a principle of stationary 
complementary energy, involving the stress field alone as 
a variable, in the case of finite elasticity. For instance, if 
one uses the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor s, as 
variable, it is well-known[9] that the resultant com- 
plementary energy principle involves both _s, and u as 
variables, even though u does not play the role of a 
Lagrange-multiplier to enforce any constraint condition. 
Moreover, as seen from (4.10), the LMB conditions for 
xl involves the deformation gradient 6 Several attempts 
have been made in recent literature, by Zubov[27], 
Koiter[24], de Veubeke[8], and the author[28,29] in 
formulating complementary energy principles. As dis- 
cussed in [9], the most consistent of such developments 
for finite elasticity is due de Veubeke [8], which was later 
extended to rate theories of elasticity and inelasticity by 
the author[28,29]. The principle in [8] involves both the 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress t as well as rigid rotation 4 
as variables. While t satisfies LMB priori, the presence 
of 4 leaves AMB for t as an Euler Lagrange equation 
corresponding to a variation in @. Thus, in a way, the 
principles in [8,28,29] can be considered to be mixed 
principles. Of course, other mixed or multifield principles 
can be generated from the principle of stationary poten- 

for !+ (LMB): yo.l_+ po(f- cl) = 0; (AMB): F.t = tT.F’ (4.9a,b) 

for s_, +(LMB): PI&@) + pov- Cl) = 0; (AMB): s, = s_, * (4.10a,b) 

for r+ (LMB): &,.(Jq-‘.r.&T); po$- a) = 0; (AMB): r = r’ (4.1 la,b) 

for r* + (LMB): y&*.&=)fb@-@=O; (AMB): &*=r*‘.U (4.12a,b) 

for T* (LMB): v,.(R’.T*) t p& g) = 0; (AMB): E(.T* = r*=. y. (4.13a,b) 

5.MlXEDVARlATIONALFORMULATlONS 

In the linear theory of elasticity, the principle of 
minimum potential energy involves the field of com- 
patible displacements alone as a variable and can be 
considered as a “primal” principle. Likewise, in the 
linear theory, the principle of minimum complementary 
energy involves the field of stress that satisfy LMB as 
well as AMB alone as a variable and can be considered 
as the “dual primal” principle. If, in the principle of 
potential energy, the condition of compatibility of dis- 
placements is introduced as a subsidiary condition 
through a Lagrange multiplier field (which turns out to be 
the stress field), it is well known that one obtains the 
so-called Hu-Washizu[26] three-field variational prin- 
ciple, which involves the stresses, strains, as well as 
displacements as variables. Similarly, if in the principle 
of complementary energy, the condition of LMB and 
AMB of stresses, is introduced as a constraint through a 
Lagrange multiplier (which turn out to be displacements) 
one obtains the so-called Hellinger-Reissner two-field 
variational principle. Thus, in the linear theory, the ad- 
ditional field variables appearing in a multi-field varia- 
tional principle also play the role of Lagrange-multi- 
pliers. It then becomes a matter of philosophy whether to 
consider a mixed variational principle, even in a linear 
theory, as one that simple involves more than one field as 
a variable, or as one wherein certain conditions of con- 
straint are introduced through additional Lagrange 
multiplier fields. 

In the case of finite deformation of elastic solids, the 
principle of stationary potential energy still involves the 
field of compatible displacements alone as a variable, and 

tial energy by relaxing the non-linear conditions of 
compatibility[9] for the various kinematic variables 4, JJ, 
IY, [ and u. However, because of their novel application 
to thm bodies (plates and shells) to be treated later in this 
paper, we shall restrict our attention here to mixed 
principles involving 4, Cj or y, u, and t, r* or T* as 
variables. 

As first shown in [8], and later generalized in [9], a 
general mixed principle, for a general elastic material, 
and involving t, IJ, R and g as variables can be stated as 
the stationary condihon of the functional: 

Fdu, y, R, 0 = 1 { Wo( rl) f t= :[I + al-d - 4. Ul 
"0 
- ,a,b.uld V 

- 
f _;.u dA- f N.t.(@ - tj)ds (5.1) 

where 

and 4 = f- a. Note that V,,, S, and 
volume and appropriate surfaces of 
body, ‘B’. The first variation of F, is: 

(5.2) 

S, refer to the 
the undeformed 

SF, = 

- SR.U - RXJ] - p&Su __ _ _ 
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Noting that 84 is subject to the constraint that GR.RT t 
R.SRT = 0, it is seen that the stationarity condition, SF, = 
6 leads to the Euler Lagrange Equations (ELE) and 
natural boundary conditions (NBC): (i) the constitutive 
law (CL): awl&I= 1/2(!.e+lj’.t’) (ii) LMB, eqn 
(4.9a), (iii) AMB: eqn (4.9b) or equivalently, RT.CT.g = 
symmetric, (iv) “compatibility” condition e = 8. IJ, (v) 
traction b.c (TBC) N.t_= _t at S,, and (iv) the displace- 
ment b.c (DBC): # = # at S,. 

We now establish the contact transformation such that 

such that 

We restrict our attention now to a finite elasto-static 
problem. Suppose that the field [in (5.1) is constrained to_ 
satisfy the LMB, eqn (4.9a), as well as the TBC, N.t= _t 
at S,. Then u can be eliminated as a variable from (5.1). 
In addition, one can eliminate U as a variable from (5.1) 
by using the contact transformation (5.4). Thus, when u 
and U are eliminated, one can formulate a mixed varia- 
tional-principle involving t and R as variables, as follows: _ _ 

{- W,(dt[:l}dVtj @.fids. 
vo %I 

(5.6) 

Noting that the variations St_ are subject to the constraint 
O,.St_ = 0, and the variations Srj are subject to the con- 
straint 6R.eT t &Srj’ = 0, one can easily verify that 
the conditions SF2 = 0 leads as its ELE and NBC: (i) the 
compatibility condition: R. t) = (I_ t you)‘; (ii) the AMB, 
i.e. l$T.!T.u = sym. and (iii) the DBC, u = @ at S,. 

Alternatively, F, of eqn (5.1) can be expressed in 
terms of c*, (I, 8, and 1 as follows: 

F&,R, q, r*) = I “o{ W,(U) + r*T:[RT.(! f Vou)’ - Ul 

- pob.lrkJ V 

One can easily verify that for the above given F,, the 
condition SF, = 0 leads to the same ELE and NBC as 
those that followed from (5.3). 

Suppose one establishes the contact transformation 

1 
W,(LJ)-2(‘*t’*T):U=- W,(r_) (5.8) 

thereby eliminating r( as a variable from (5.7), and, in 
addition, eliminates g from (5.7) by satisfying the LMB, 
eqn (4.12) as well as the TBC, then one formulates a 
mixed principle with r* and 4 as variables, with: 

F,(<*,R)=j {- W,(rJtr*:lj}dV+ JQ*.lj*.gdS. 
VO 

(5.9) 

The above mixed principles, with F, and F2 as the 

respective functionals, as in eqns (5.1), (5.6), (5.8) and 
(5.9) are valid for general elastic materials. 

We now explore the mixed variational principles based 
on the polar decomposition, F = V.8. In this connection, 
we first note the important restricGon: (i) the principle of 
frame-indifferenceHI requires that W, be a function of 
FT.F only, i.e. W,, is a function of lJ, and hence a 
function of V only through the variable RT. V.8. With 
this restriction in mind, one can formulate a mixed 
variational principle, which can be stated as the con- 
dition of stationarity of the functional: 

F,(t, y,lt, @=I {W,(l!'.v.R)+t':[(!tv,l?)'- V.R] 
“,, _ _ 

-~~~!uds-k!.(F-I)dS (5.10) 

with 

pob& t !‘:[(V,8& - SV.8 - V.S&]}dV 

However, it can be shown that: 

$$=2V.&.r. (5.12) 

Thus we write (5.11) as: 

The ELE and NBC that follow from SF, = 0, with SF, as 
in (5.13), are: 

yo.!t p& = 0 (5.15) 

(4 t yog)= = y.4 (5.16) 

(2V$.& - V.[=.lj=):G@= = 0 

i.e. 

or 

lJ.Ij.[ = EC = symmetric 

N.t_= t&KS,; u = g@S,,. 

(5.17) 
(5.18) 

It is worth noting that even though the stress working 
density W, is equal to T: V only in the case of isotropic 
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elastic materials, the above variational principle, SF, = 0 
of eqn (5.13), is valid for general elastic materials. This is 
due to the fact that sW,=(aW,/a~:sVt(aW,laR):sl? 
in the above principle, and W. is consistently expressed 
as a function of (e?VX). The above variational prin- 
ciple, SF, =0 of (5.12), will be shown later to have 
certain interesting applications to thin bodies such as 
shells. 

Let us now establish the following contact trans- 
formation: 

Such that 

to be S, on which a generic point is denoted by PO. We 
define the surface S by two curvilinear coordinates 6 
(a = 1,2). We define the unit normal to S at PO to be N, and 
let t’ be the coordinate along I$ such that an arbitrary 
point P in the shell domain in its undeformed configura- 
tion, is defined by 8 such that 

R=&,tN[' (6.1) 

where R,, is the position vector of PO, The base vectors 
on S are defined by: 

A =!h. N=-r”8A xA 
1 

-a @a’ _ 2 _oI _l3; 43= Jl (6.2) 

= w#. y.4) - r_:g=. y.4) 

= W,(rJ)-[:I( 

where cDla = eaP/qA where em’ is the permutation ten- 
sor and A = det A,, = det(&.&). The base vectors at P 
are: 

= - W,(r_) 

= - W,(R’.r.lj). (5.19) G=$=(4-53&4; I;3=ly (6.3) 

aw,/aT= y. (5.20) 

Using eqn (5.19), one may eliminate V from F, of (5.10). 
Likewise if the LMB for t, viz. (4.9a) and the TBC for [ 
are met, u may also be eliminated from (5.10). Thus, one 
may formulate a mixed principle involving t_ and 4 as 
variables, with the associated functional: 

F,(!,&)= 
I 

(- W,(i$=.T.I’?)t[=:!)dVt 
I 

_t.@dS 
VO 

%I (5.21) 

which, of course, is identical to that in eqn (5.6); and has 
the same ELE and NBC as those associated with SF, = 0 
of (5.6). 

Equation (5.21) can be alternatively expressed in terms 
of T, and l$ as: 

F,(T,I?)=/ {- W,(&T.T.I?)tT*:R}dVt 
I 

_t.#ds. 
VO %I 

The mixed variational principles, with the associated 
functionals F, and F2, all involving the rigid rotation rj, 
in addition to alternate stress measures (in F2) and strain 
measures and displacements (in F,) have interesting ap- 
plications to the mechanics of thin bodies such as plates 
and shells. This is primarily due to the reason that in 
such bodies, finite deformations usually imply large 
rotations but only small stretches. The treatment of rigid 
rotations as independent variables often simplifies the 
description of kinematics in such problems, and leads to 
simpler sets of field equations. This is the subject of the 
remainder of this report. 

6.APPLICATIONSTO THIN BODIES: KINEMATICS 
OFAFINITELYDEFORMEDSHELL 

First of all, we define a body to be thin when one of its 

where 

Ip = A&“# = &A ‘; and (6.4) 

B=_ ?% A”=BY.A A” 

- 0 ar - O-y- (6.5) 

@ is the curvature tensor of S and is symmetric. 
Because of their simplicity in characterizing the 

deformation in the special case of shells, plates, and 
beams, we shall use conoected coordinates throughout 
the remainder of this report. Thus, after deformation let 
S be mapped into s, and PO and P be mapped PO and p 
respectively. The point PO will still be defined by the 
convected coordinates 5”. To define p, we shall consider 
the well-known Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses, viz. (i) the 
material fibers originally normal to S are mapped into 
fibers normal to s, and (ii) there is no thickness stretch, 
to be plausible. Let the position vectors of PO and p be lo 
and r respectively. Thus, 

To = 80 + 4 (6.6) 

I=lotn5‘3=&tgtflp (6.7) 

where u is the displacement lQo and 0 is a unit normal 
to s. The base vectors at p. and p are respectively: 

(6.8) 

where b, is the symmetric curvature tensor of s, and 
Ip = a,,a”@ = a,#. 

A differential vector at PO is denoted by Qo, while that 
at P by dp, such that 

dPo = A,dZ” t Nd13 
4 

(6.10) 

dimensions (“thickness”) is much smaller compared to 
the other two characteristic dimensions, and thus the 
definition encompasses the cases of thin “plates” and 
“shells”. 

(6.11) 

We define the reference surface of the untieformed shell 
while in the deformed configurations their maps are 
denoted by k. and ti respectively, where: 
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and 

dpo = o,d% + ndt3 (6.12) Practical ways of representing 4 are given in Appendix 2 
of this report. Using (6.26) in (6.9) it is seen that: 

Thus, in the present convected coordinate system, the 
deformation gradients I$ and c defined by: 

= a +J(R.N) 3 
_oL ag” 5 = a, + (l?.NM’. (6.27) 

d~eo = &.dP,, (6.14) Likewise, in terms of the second fundamental form b_ of 
s, we note that: 

and 

are given by: 

and 

F. = a,A” t nN. - _ -_ 

= a, - C$‘6_.1j. &&.A, (6.28) 

(6.16) 
- a - 13b_. ~Jj.&. _oI (6.29) 

Thus, the deformation gradient at any point in the shell is 
written as: 

F = g,l;” t nN. - (6.17) 

We will now consider the polar-decomposition of e, into 
stretch and rotation as follows: 

FJl = 8. & = t$J$ (6.18) 

f=g&” +nN - 

= (4. cj0 - 5’t& &J.&G” t (&.N)fy (6.30) 

= (yo.& - 5’4. r(,.y.~,~a + (IgqN (6.31) 

=[A,, + u,, + u$N),~f311;” + u$N)N. (6.32) 

In the case of 60 = 4. &, in the present convected coor- At this point, it is worth noting some properties of b_, 

dinate system, we define, bearing in mind the presently which is the curvature tensor of s and has the form 

invoked Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses, 
b_ = b,,g”g” (6.33) 

& = a$ba + NN. (6.19) 
or 

and 
b-0 = a&a, 

R = gpg*P t nN. - (6.20) = A,.[(R. Q)T.b_.(R. C!&4a (6.34) 

whereby, a*p = I$&; ,J*@ = uO!O’ 46 such that = A,.[(~~.R)rl?.(~~.R)I.A,. (6.35) 
a*“a*,=S”. likewise aa = R a*, = a$.R ‘7. and a” = 
&afsuch ?hat a,.&’ = &‘. From-(6.16), (6.19) and (6.20) Let 

it is seen that, under the Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses, 
b* = (4. CJJrb.(&&) = ( yt,.lj)=.b_.( l’o!‘,.lt). (6.36) 

g = R.N. _ _ (6.21) 
Thus, eventhough b_ and b* are evidently different ten- 

Similarly, in the case of & = y,,.& we define: sors, entirely, they have the interesting property that: the 
covariant components of b in the basis system a, at p. 

R = A*Ae + nN. _ .8_ _ (6.22) are numerically equal to the covariant components of b* 
in the basis system Au at P,,. This situation is entirely 

and analogous to that with the contravariant components of 
the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor s, and the Kir- 

vo = $@ + nn (6.23) chhoff stress tensor CJ, respectively, as discussed before. 
- Finally we consider the frame-indifferent form lj’=.F. It 

Such that, once again, is seen: 

once again, 
+ (f’)*@. I(Or.6_2(Ij.&!o!l.Aal;B + p@ (6.37) 

=cjLI&.[RT.y:.@ -2~‘(y~x)‘:b_.(y”.l?) 

fl = 4.N. (6.26) + (f’)‘( i’o.l7)=.6*.( Y,,.i?)]&@ t NN (6.38) 
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Thus, the strain energy density function for an &StiC SO that, the force on an element of unit d[’ in s is: 
shell will be a function of & and b*. The Green- 
Lagrange strain tensor y in the shell is &en by: d(a,,) dtP (+) .(as .nP) = ~‘(a) $’ = .&‘” 

2r=F?F-! (6.39) (7.5) 
as before. 

where We define now a “stress-couple” resultant per unit tP 
in the deformed state ‘b’ to be:t 

! = &&“@ t E= I;‘YC,Gp)Gp + NV. (6.40) 

Thus, 
X= = 53 n x (~(s)T”*“*g&53d~3 

I 

! = I;“&.[(I, - 53@).(I, - S’@)l.&@ + m =px *3~(R)~“*M*g~~3d13-nx~~a. 
I (7.6) 

(6.41) 

wherein (6.3) has been used. Thus, for instance, from 
As before, we define the tensor component Vm” as: 

(6.37) and (6.41) it is seen that: 
Trlz a = .&P/da; ,f = .R”lda (7.7) 

2?: = I;“A,.{[~OZ - 25YR. Q)‘.b.(R. Q) 

+ (t3)*(R. IJ#.6*.(R. cJo!,)l - &I 
and define a Cauchy stress-couple tensor TV as: 

- 2t3B t (.$‘)‘~‘]}.&@ = 2yo. (6.42) +! = a,(,#% (7.8) 

Thus, the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis imply that the We express the component representations as: 

strain tensor y is in fact a 2-D y,,, and the components 
related to the %D, 6’ are zero. rn O1 = .n”@a, t ma3g (7.9) 

Now we shall consider the mechanical variables that 
characterize the stress-state in a deformed shell. 

and 

7.STRF.SS.MEASURESlNAFINITELYDEFORMEDSHELL ,f = .r"'g, t /‘g. (7.10) 

In the deformed shell, let us consider an element with Let us now consider the stress-resultant measures, and 
“lengths” g,d[’ and g2d[* in the reference plane s, and stress-couple measures in terms of the previously defined 
“height” nh in the thickness direction. Let the Cauchy 
stress in the shell be 7. The traction on a strip of area at 

stress measures, 4 s, - s, r*, and T* respectively. In 

height 5’ from the reference plane, spanned by dtP and 
terms of the presently used convected coordinates, the 

dt’, is given by: 
representation of these tensors are: 

df” = [ (&) %““)] d5Pd5’.T”*“*g+, 

t=t L”*GL&i (7.11) 

s = s L”GLI;M (7.12) 

(7.1) ‘* = r=%Lgnr (7.13) 

where g is determinant of gij (or equivalently 
case). 

The differential force per unit of 5’ is: 

dN” = v/(g) 7”*M*gMd[3 

We define a “stress-resultant” per unit of 
deformed state ‘b’ to be: 

TN” = c~ d(g) P”*gMd[3. 
I 

In the above the subscript T for N” denotes 

T* = T*‘“*&4M (7.14) 

where & are maps of &, after stretch and before 
rotation, while GL are maps of & after rotation and 

(7 2) before stretch. 
We define stress-resultant measured per unit of 5’ in 

5 ’ in the the undeformed state ‘B’ to be: 

,N” = c3 d(GaaG)&. P'*c&,d[' I 
(7.3) 

= 53 d(G) taM*gMdd. 
I 

(7.15) 

that it is a 
true (Cauchy) stress-resultant. It can be shown that while But 
,lj” is the “force”, it is only .n”defined by 

t 
rn” = &“/V/a (7.4) 

L”*C;4M = JF_‘.T = J~~gK.P*N*&& 

= 
where a is the determinant of the metric aaB of s, that d( > 

’ ~K*N*ljK&! 
G 

(7.16) 

behaves as a tensor component. Thus we may define a 
Cauchy stress-resultant tensor Tn_ such that from which, it is seen that that 

m = (a.: )(vn = ) ,hra = 5, v/(g) 7a*N’gNdr3= .N”. 
I 

(7.17) 

tin (7.6) and onwards, (-) x (-) represents a vector cross 
product. Once again it is only ,o” defined by 
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tn (7.18) 

that behave as tensor components. Thus we may define a 
first Piola-Kirchhoff stress-resultant tensor as: 

rn = A&r”; 

m 
=_ - ,neDgg + ,nP’p 

= ,ARO& t ,IY’N 

It then follows that: 

(7.19) 

(7.20a) 

(7.20b) 

tn 
Q8 = 

O’. (7.21) 

It can be easily seen from (7.6) and (7.16) that 

,R” = $’ and ,&’ = (gx,&“)/dA = .ma 
4 1 

a . 

(7.22a,b) 

Thus the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress-couple tensor can 
be defined as: 

rm = A&n”) (7.23) 

and ,R” can be expressed as: 

J?’ = d(A)./ (7.24) 

with 

,I= = ,raPgp + ,ra3? = ,f”‘Ap t ,ia3N (7.25) 

We will now define stress-resultant tensors & ,d, T*n, and 
stress-couple tensors .r, r*r, T*G corresponding to the 
stress tensors s( = Q), r* and T* respectively as follows: 

and 

SC = A&r”); .r = A&Y (7.26) 

,*< = A&p”); ,*r= A&r”) (7.27) 

T*,I = A:(,&); T*c = A:(&) (7.28) 

(recall that AZ = 4.4,) such that, 

~(A)(,$) = TN”.fo-T = ,N”.f,,-T = d(A) ,f.f~-~ 
(7.29) 

q(A) (,.f) = ,&‘“.lj = ,N=.e = d(A) ,g”.R 
(7.30) 

and 

d(A) &e”) = Ja = ,r = d(A) ,f (7.31) 

(7.32) 

(7.33) 

q(A) (T.f) = 8” = ,&” = d(A) go. (7.34) 

To summarize, we have the following relations. 

$8” = J( > ; ma = sgQ.&T = ,.g.lg T = T*g” (7.35) 

$” = 
J( ) 

: ,rQ = S~“.&T = &.RT = T’Ia (7.36) 

We may use the alternate component representations: 

Sfl” = sriUaAB + ,IY’N = ,nPBga + snn3fl (7.37) 

,*n a_ - ,.ii@a*p t r.iP3N= ,.n”@g, t ,.na3g = 

,*A”~~, t ,*fi”‘N (7.38) 

and 

T*g O1 = T.PA~ t T.fi”3n = T.n”8gs + T.na3.g 

s T.A”8A + T.n-m3 N. -B (7.39) 

Recall that a$ = l&&, and A$ = R.A, and n = R.N. 
Which component representation is used depends to a 
large extent on the convenience of stress-function 
representation, if any, in satisfying the momentum 
balance conditions a priori. Component representation of 
T$ in terms of A*, and ? was used in [23], eventhough, 
as will be shown later, it may not be the most convenient 
form in a practical application. 

8. MOMENTUM BALANCE CONDITIONS FOR A SHELL 

It was seen that the “force” and “moment” acting on a 
unit of tp of the reference surface s of the deformed 
shell were .r?l_ and ,M” (= n.@“) respectively. We 
now derive the force and moment balance conditions for 
these “stress” measures as well as the alternate 
measures introduced in eqns (7.18H7.39). For simplicity, 
and without loss of generality, we restrict our attention 
to the case of “static” equilibrium only. Let 8” and tj* 
be the equivalent force and moment, respectively, per 
unit area of the reference surface s (of the deformed 
shell), due to external mechanical action on the shell. 

Let p and @ be the external forces and moment 
defined per unit area of the undeformed reference sur- 
face, S. It is seen: 

pd(A) = a*d(o); @d/(A) = @*d(a). (8.1) 

Let & and pr be the gradient operators in the reference 
surface coordinates of S and s respectively. Thus: 

a a 
Ps=qp; vs=a-al_. (8.2) 

The linear and angular momentum balance conditions for 
.N” and .M” in s can be expressed in the well-known 
form [ 171 as: 

~(~(o),n”)+~(n)p*io:(~n)+p* 

=0 (LMB). (8.3) 

The AMB is: 

a(?x$)T’“), (g,&(a) .p”) + d(a) @i* = 0 (AMB). 

(8.4) 



Making use of eqns (7.1&o-(.39), as in the 3-D continuum 
case, the above can be written in alternate forms as 
follows: 

used convected coordinates, we obtain: 

LMB: 

+(ti,t~~)+fip =0 or &.(,n) t a=0 

(8Sa,b) 
- 

I 
s @&4)dt’d5’ 

or - I %l 
i(u t 5’(& - !).iV)dS 

$&(A) ,n-.GT)+ d(A) a 

=0 or ~,~(,n,&‘;+-V/AP =0 (8.6a,b) 

or 

- I ~.t.((~ - I) t .f’(lj - @.N)dS (9.1) 
%I 

@7a,b) 

where _y ( = v’l;,) is a unit normal to the edge-surface of 
the shell &, in its undeformed _configuration, where 
deformations are prescribed, and _t are prescribed trac- 
tions on the edge surface of the shell, S,,,. 

Upon carrying out integrations w.r.t. t3 and using the 
definitions for ,n” (and ,n = A, mu) and &and ,r= 
A, /), we obtain: 

or 

-+ (d(A) r.n”) t d(A) p = 0 or PS.[IjT.+t] t ~%a 

= 0 (8.8a,b) 

F,(l(o, b*, 1?, ,E, ,d = 
I 

Id(A) t%(G, b*) 

+ %&(A, + u,,)A” 

- I$. &) t d(A),cT :((&N),,A” + 4.4. &o) 

- d(A) @}d[‘d[’ 

AMB: - j- (,@..u t ,@@ - !).N)dcg(A) 
Gil 

$[&(A) ,f] t [a,d/(A)&] t d(A) rj = 0 

(8.9) 

$zW(A)(~~“.F,~)I + [WV(A) W.FoT)l 

tV?A)rji=O (8.10) 

$&x~(Nrr”.~.‘)1 +[a&(A) (,&‘.l?T)l 

t d(A) @ = 0 (8.11) 
and 

- I ?o.MU - 8) 

+,;R - R).N]dcd(A) (9.2) __ - 

where _vO = (I&“) is the unit outward normal to the 
boundary curve JS of S, and C, and C, are portions of 
aS where tractions and deformation, respectively, are 
prescribed. 

With the motivation of defining a “bending strain” 
measure that depends on the rotation tensor 8 alone, we 
express F, of (9.2) in terms of alternate “stress-couple” 
and “bending-strain” measures as follows. As a prelude, 
we first recall: 

-+ [&(A)(&)] t [g,d(A),.f] t d(A) rj = 0. 

(8.12) 

The following interesting observations can be made: (i) 
the LMB conditions (8.5a) and (8.8a) for ,n“ and =.na 
are identical in form, while in direct tensor notation, the 
equivalent conditions (8Sb) and (8.8b) are identical in 
form to their 3-D continuum counterparts, eqns (4.9a) 
and (4.13a) respectively, (ii) the AMB condition for the 
measures ( n *_ DI, ,c”) and (T*n”, T.r”l) are identical in form 
(see 8.9 and 8.12). 

and 

,[ = &’ = +c.IjT = IJT.T.[. 

From which it can also be seen that: 

9.MMEDVARUTIONALPRINCIPLESFORA 
FINITELYDEFORMRDSHELL 

and 

J = ,r.(F,,-= = ,(~.(Ij.f_Jo)-T = ,r.& Q-’ (9.6) 

,*[ = $4 = *[. & (9.7) 

T=<= &,[= &.[.&T =&c&&‘. (9.8) 

Now consider the term ,rT:b.& Q in F, of eqn (9.2). It is 
seen that: 

Here, our primary interest is to consider variational 
principles based on stress-functions and rigid rotations 
being independent variables. To this end, we first con- 
sider the mixed variational principle with the associated 
functional, F, of (5.1). Upon substituting for & &r, 4, and 
[ the relevant plausible assumptions for the shell as in 
(6.32) (6.30), (6.42) and (7.11) in terms of the presently = ,r_‘:(&IJ&=.6* 
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(9.5) 
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= ,f:R.lJo-‘.b* _ _ 

= RT.,rT: yo-‘.t* 

= ,~.r$~*.~~- 
“* = ,q:b (9.9) 

wherein, the new “bending-strain” measure, &*, is 
defined to be: 

&* = b*. r&-‘. (9.10) 

We now postulate the strain energy density W, to be a 
function of stretching strain UO, and the bending strain 
a*. We discuss the justification and ramifications of this 
now. First, consider the frame-invariant form FT.F dis- 
cussed in (6.37). It was shown that: 

_ _ 

FT.F = I;“A,.[ LJo2 - 2t3(& L/O)T.b.(& &co) 

f @)*(R. U,)‘.@.(& t&N.&l;p t NN (9.11) _ - 

In terms of the new strain measure $*, it is seen easily 
that: 

FT.F = Ga&.[( q,, - [‘$*).( Q, - [3tr^*)T].&Gp t NN _’ 
(9.12) 

The proof is as follows. From (9.12), 

t ([3)2b_*. Q,-‘. ~~-‘.b*].,$@ t NN - 

= G”A,.] V: - 25Q. ~O)T.~.(& CJJ) 

+ (53)‘(IJ.r(,)T.tr.(R.~~)!o)rlo~‘.(lo-’.(R.~~)T 

.b.(&. &)].&@+ NN 

= G”&.[ q: - 253(& t&JT.b.(& &) 

+ (13)*(R. U,)‘.~*.@ LJ,)].&l;8 t NN. _ _ (9.13) - 

Thus, we may take (LJ - [‘g*) as a measure of the 3-D 
strain state in the shell. 

We will now show that &* is an objective strain 
measure. First note that: 

b. = -(n),. 0”. (9.14) 

In the presently considered case of the shell-mid surface 
element being first subjected to stretch I&, and then to a 
rotation R, consider the case of a superimposed rigid 
rotation g’ of the entire shell. Then the new midsurface 
deformation gradient is: 

& = I$‘.(& &l) = &‘.R. &. 

The mid-surface normal in the final state is: 

n’ = &‘.n 

the curvature tensor in the final state is: 

- 4’ = n’,, a’” = (&Jr),_ ,lQ 

= &‘.(I&, a”).R’= 

= - R’.!# 

(9.15) 

(9.16) 

(9.17) 

wherein the fact that &’ is a rigid motion of the entire 
shell has been used. We now define the equivalent cur- 
vature strain referred to the undeformed configuration to 
be b*’ where: _ 3 

b*’ = (&‘.lg. l&J)T.y.(lj’.J$. lJ()) 

= (8. ~~)T.ly.~‘.Ij’.(~. &) 

=(&LQ’.t&(&cJ~,)= b_*. (9.18) 

Thus b* is an objective measure. Since IJO is clearly 
objective, it is seen that 

~*‘=b$‘U~‘&* u-‘&* _ _ . -0 _ . _o _ (9.19) 

is objective, even though unsymmetric, in general. 
We now introduce the concept of a “semi-linear iso- 

tropic elastic” material. In this constitutive theory the 
“strain tensor” of the infinitesimal elasticity theory is 
replaced by the “extension” tensor (V - !) in the strain- 
energy density of a 3-D elastic cont&uum[24]. This is 
equivalent to replacing the “stress tensor” of the 
infinitesimal elasticity theory by the symmetrized Biot- 
Lure’ stress tensor, r: of (2.41), in the stress-strain rela- 
tion for a 3-D continuum. Thus, digressing for a moment, 
we consider a 3-D continuum wherein the deformation 
gradient F is decomposed as F = R. r/, and FT.F = U*. 
In this case, for a 3-D stress/strain state, the straht- 
energy-density for a “semilinear isotropic elastic” 
material is 124,301 

Wo=;A[(q-!):!]‘+a(&!):(&!) (9.20) 

where A and p are Lame’ constants, such that, 

+$=r=h[(q-[):l]lt?p(U-I). (9.21) _ - _ - 

For plane-stress conditions it is seen that 

wo=~(&z)K~-!):!)l’+P(U--!):(U--!) 

(9.22) 

1-v 
such that, for plane stress, with k = v - : 

C ) I-2v 

!: = &M’” - !):!I! +(I - v)(U - [)I. (9.23) 

Following Koiterpl], we consider the stress-state in a 
thin-shell to be one of plane-stress. Recall that for shell 
undergoing arbitrary deformation of Kirchhoff-Love 
type. 

FT.F = G”&[(U,, - p&*).( CJo - [‘&*‘)].&.1;’ t NN 
(9.24) 

and that in the undeformed configuration, 

lJo = 4 and t* = b*. IY~!O-’ = 4 (9.24) 

where lj is the curvature tensor of the undeformed shell. 
Assuming that the undeformed configuration is stress 
free, we may now write for a “plane-stress” shell the 
strain energy expression, analogous to the 3-D con- 
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tinuum above, as: 

Ev wo = *(I _ ‘/“) {K!!cl- w - f(p - p)I:&P 

+ CLN r,r, - 40, - s’c&* - Jj)l:[(& - &I) - P(l?^” - L?)]. 
(9.25) 

Expanding terms, we see that: 

Ev wo = 2(l _ $) INQO - r,):I,12 - 2t3G* - wd 

if vo - lo):& + rt3”,’ rt&* - 8): !“I21 
+ cL{[( &J - J&(&i,- Ml -2&U+- [o):(~” - g1 

t @,‘[(&* - @):(6* 1 @I} (9.26) 

We now consider the thickness of the shell to be h and 
that the ~j~-~~~~ce of the shell is the reference surface. 
We now define W, to be the strain-energy density/unit 
area of the undeformed midsurface. Thus we define: 

s 
j go $‘(A) d[‘d[* = vj w, V’(G) d5’dtzd53 

(9.27) 

or 

Following Koiter [31], we see that 

= 1 - 2fft3 + 1((53)2 (9.29) 

where H and K are the mean and Gaussian curvatures 
of the undeformed mid-surface. Following Koiter’s[31] 
argument for a consistent first approximation to evaluate 
the integral (9.28), it is seen that: 

such that. 

a_ Eh 
,~o-(1_s)~~I(~o-4):c16+t!-v)tl(o-lplj 

(9.3 1) 

and 

SfO 
ad* = &‘“L@” - B):!lI_ t (1 - Y,(@ - @I]. 

Having this constitutive theory on hand, we now return 
(9.2) and express it as: 

- d(A) p..Irjdt’d[‘- I, (,#.s.u f $.t@ - f).N)dcl/‘(A) 

- j- _v&.(~ - @+ ,r.(B - &.IV]t/(A)dc. (9.32) 
=yo 

We now consider the first variation of F,, which is: 

SF,(UoI,, a&r, SR, &n, 26 

t ~(A),<T:(S&&/j" t S,r$~* t ,@R:b^* 
+ ,r.R:St;“)v% 

“_ _  

-q(A) @.sg 
I 

d[‘dt* 

We first note that the variation 6R must be subject to the 
constraint of orthogonaiity, i.e. RR7 = I, or S R.RT + 
&$QT = 0, or that &I$.&’ is a scow-symmetric iensor. 
Likewise, StZr, is a symmetric tensor. To account for this, 
and for reasons of added clarity, we rearrange terms and 
rewrite SF, as: 

f V%Q S,n_‘:RA, + &J - 8. CM 

t ti,A) S,y[A”(Ij.N),, t $*.RT] 

t q/(A) ,f.Su,, - rn =.(l$ILJO)T:S&~T~(A) 

t %?A) f.(SB.N),, (9.34) 

t~r_T.b^“.&T:81@/(A) -q(A) @Sy 
I 

d.$‘dc’ 

+ ,@&.N]dc+(A). 

Consider the foilowing identities: 

I, v/(A) rr”.(@.N),, dS’dt* = I, O’/(A),r”.8$% 

- (tl(A),r”),,.SR.??l}dS’d52 

= VOW V’(A)&Sl$Ndc 
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Also, 

(d(A) ,r”),,.SJ$N = (d/(A) ,~“),,.S&lj=.&N 

= ('/(A),f),,.S~.~T.g (9.36) 

= [(d(A) /),a g]:S&@T. 

Similarly, 

/ d(4) n”.S~,,d5’d22 = I, {(q(A) n-&),, 
s 

-(q(A) n”),,.WdZ’d52 

Upon using (9.35-37) in (9.34), the condition that SF, = 0 
can be seen to lead to the following ELE and NBC: 

= (, “hy2,cwJ.- Ip):lpl&t (I- v)(Q- !)}. 

(9.38) 

aw 
(ii) --$=-,r.R=- 

ah* - - 

t (1 - v,tg* - II)}. (9.39) 

(iii) (A_ t g,,)A” = gnAU = R. U,, (9.40) - _ 

(iv) A”(@&, = - b*.RT (9.41a) 

Or 

&* = - A”(R.N),,.R (9.41b) -- _ 
= A”b,,,q”.R. (9.41c) 

But, in the presently used polar decomposition, 

and 

(F = 8. Go) 

a*=V A (I _o. _ ,; a*” = lJoo-‘.~” (9.41d) 

Thus, 

au = R a*w or a*= = JT.a” = a”.& *.- (9.41e) 

b^* = b,<,A”g*“. (9.41f) 

Hence, the physical meaning of the curvature strain 
measure $* is evident: it is a tensor whose covariant 
components in the mixed-basis A’a*” are numerically 
equal to the components b,,, of the second-fundamental 
tensor 4 of the deformed midsurface, in the basis ~“a”. 
Recall at the same time that b* was a tensor whose 
covariant components in A”A” bases were numerically 
eqaul to the components b,, of b in the basis @‘a”. Note 
also that @ is a function of 8 alone. 

(v) (‘/(A) &),, + v(A) P = 0 (9.42) 

(vi) - d(A) ,nT.(R.lJdT- (d(A) troL),m-l? 
t <(A) ,f.$*.e’ = symmetric (9.43) 

which is a consequence of the skew-symmetry of S&R? 
Assuming that aS = C, t C, without loss of generality, 
the following NBC are recovered. 

(vii) Ir = @; (8.N) = (&N) at C, (9.44) 

(viii) r~,,,~n” = ,# and v,,,,~” = J? at C,. (9.45a,b) 

Clearly, (i) and (ii) above are the constitutive relations 
for $ (and the conjugate Q) and +!: (and the conjugate 
$*) respectively; (iii) is the compatibility condition for 
mid-plane stretching; (iv) is the compatibility condition 
for curvature strain; (v) is the force balance or LMB; 
and (vii) and (viii) are the deformation and traction b.c. 

We now examine the rather abstract form of angular 
momentum balance (AMB) as in (vi) above, and see if it 
corresponds to the other known forms of AMB. It is 
seen that (9.43) implies that: 

- %4),nT.(&. &)T •t d(A) (4. V&n_ 
- (Q?A),r”),,n + &l(A) r~“),a 

+ ,r’.~*.lj’ti(A) t &6*‘.&(A) = 0. (9.46) 

Consider the a” component of the above tensor identity: 

- v(A),nT.(lf. udT.au t d(A) (8. CJJ.,q.ac 
•t d(A) ~),,.a” 

To simplify (9.47), we recall the following identitieslrela- 
tions: 

(4. VI) = a&, (S. Go,’ = APa,, (9.48a) 

6” = - A”(&.iV),,.& (9.48b) 

d(A) ,cn = q/(a) In”; d(A) ,f’ = d(a) f. 
(9.48~) 

Further, for convenience of comparison of the present 
result with the well-known[l7] result for moment 
balance condition, we express .E” and $’ as: 

JI” = ,nneisa t ,n”‘g; ,f = rr”6g, t y”‘n 
(9.49a,b) 

When (9.48, 49) are used in (9.47). we obtain the result: 

-d(a) Ln”‘a, t ?n”‘n) t a,V(a).n*” 
+ nV!&. V(a) (Pa, + Y’n) 

t d(a) .P; oa, t V(a) (a,f’/ag”)n 
-d(a) .r”‘b,“g,].g” 

t d(a) (,ru8g, t .ru3B)beB - d/(a) b,‘g,, .r”Iu = 0. 
(9.50) 

Thus, from (9.50) we obtain: 

- JIO~ t r!& ,rou t .r”“;, = 0 (9.51) 

- .n v t msu t ,rurbmo - rr”“boe = 0 (952a) 

or 

m V t b,” ,raP = 7nup t b,’ fc. (9.52b) 

In (9.51), r&,, is the Christoffel symbol of the deformed 
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mid-surface, and ( );. implies a covariant derivative with 
5” on the deformed midsurface and hence involves 
F&a. It can be seen that (9.51, 52) are identical to the 
moment balance conditions that are well-documented in 
literature [ 171. 

Thus the present variational principle is consistent: (a) 
it leads to all the shell-equations as its ELE and NBC (b) 
the curvature strain measure b^* involves R alone (c) the 
ELE corresponding to a variation in R is the exnct ang- 
ular momentum balance condition, (iv) more interest- 
ingly, unlike in the well-known nonlinear theories of 
Koiter[l2], Budiansky[l3], and Symmonds[23], and 
others due to Sanders [l I], Pietraskiewicz[ 161, the 
present development does not involve any ad hoc 
modifications to the definitions of stress-resultants 
and/or bending strain tensors. 

We now consider certain simplifications to the general 
mixed principles stated in (9.32). While several such 
simplifications are possible (along the lines of reducing 
the well-known Hu-Washizu principle[26] of linear elas- 
ticity to principles such as those of potential energy, 
complementary energy, and Hellinger-Prange-Reissner), 
we shall deal with only two of the possible 
simplifications. 

First we note that w. of (9.30) can be written as: 

lV0 = IVo6, + IV& (9.53) 

where 

Eh 

+(J+&-&l):(IJo-51) (9.54) 

and 

%b = 12(y_3,2r{ f rca* - g:!o12 

+(J+d*-@:@-@)l) (9.55) 

where the subscripts s and b stand for “stretching” and 
“bending”, respectively, such that 

(9.56) 

Suppose that we establish the Legendre contact trans- 
formation: 

%S(r/,) - $I: Ql = - w,,($). (9.57) 

Using (9.57), IJ, can be eliminated as a variable in (9.32). 
Likewise, suppose that the linear momentum balance 
condition, for ,rr, namely (9.42), as well as the traction 
b.c. that 8 = v,.,!, are satisfied u priori. Then, it can be 
seen that u can be also eliminated as a variable from 
(9.32). Further, suppose that the relation between &* and 
8, namely (9.4lb), is also satisfied a priori, thus eliminat- 
ing 6: as a variable from (9.32). Thus, all in all, if I(,, u, 
and b_* are eliminated as indicated, we can reduce (9.32) 
to 

t d(A) ,pT:&A”}d~‘d~Z 

- 
I 

,j.(e - !).Ndcd(A) 
% 

- 
I 
c,o _yo.[ - ,n,@ t ,r.(lj - @.N]d/(A) dc. 

(9.58) 

To be precise, the following a priori constraints hold in 
(9.58): 

(d(A) ,f),, t d(A) p = 0; w.,n = ,& at C, 
(9.60a,b) 

and 

Wo&*) = ~o*w(&NL.Rl. (9.61) 

It can be verified easily that SF2(S,n_,8R) = 0 leads to the 
following ELE and NBC: (i) compatibility of mid-plane 
strains, viz. (9.40); (ii) the angular momentum balance 
condition, (9.43); (iv) the moment boundary conditions, 
(9.45b); and (v) the deformation b.c., (9.44). 

The above principle may be viewed as a mixed-com- 
plementary energy principle. The constraint of LMB on 
mu can be satisfied easily through the introduction of 
stress-functions as shown below, where upon the above 
function (9.58) becomes expressible in terms of a stress- 
function vector and the rotation tensor. As shown in 132, 
331 we see that the equation 

(d(A) t@‘),or + d(A) C = 0 

can be satisfied identically by setting: 

(9.62) 

In 1 (9.63) 

where F is a stress function vector, enA = (lIdA) euh, 
e12 = - e -*’ = 1; e” = eZ2 = 0; and P“ is a particular solu- 
tion given by: 

p== &~“(A’@% 

We can express F and p” in component form along the 
basis vectors of the undeformed mid-surface as 

and 

pa = PaeL& t P,‘N 

Thus, taking 

r!r p = ,?@& + $V3N 

m -a0 = &aA 
[ 
aFB + F”I’fm - F’BA8] t PQe 
a.9 

(9.64) 

and 

-03 rn =e @ + F”B,, + Pa’. 
at” I 

(9.65) 
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In (9.64), FL is the Christoffel symbol of the undeformed 
mid-surface. 

The present principle based on F2 of eqn (9.58), is very 
convenient for numerical application, via, say the finite 
element method. First note that (i) all the integrals in F2 
involve the undeformed midsurface (ii) the stress func- 
tion vector F and the first Piola-Kirchhoff-stress resul- 
tant *n” are expressed in component form along the base 
vectors of the undefoned midsurface: (F = FB 4, t 
F’N; ,g” = ,PP,$, t ,P3N) (iii) the components of the 
rotation R can also be expressed along the basis 
of the undeformed midsurface, as: R= 
Rao&$ t R”‘&&’ f R’@iU, + R-NJ Secondly, 
when ,nn are derived from a stress function F. which is ._ 
independently assumed for each element, then-the stress- 
resultants at the interelement boundary will not, in 
general, be reciprocated (i.e. Newton’s 3rd Law would be 
disobeyed). This constraint of interelement stress-resul- 
tant reciprocity can be enforced through Lagrange 
multipliers introduced at the interelement boundaries. It 
can be shown[33,9] that these Lagrange multipliers are, 
in fact, the interelement boundary displacements. 
Thirdly, it can be shown[9] that if 4 is continuous at the 
interelement boundary, then the moment resultants 
would be automatically reciprocated at the interelement 
boundary. Since 4 can be expressed in terms of a finite 
rotation vector 0 as discussed in Appendix 2, this 
amounts to making 0 continuous at the interelement 
boundary. This can be accomplished by using an inter- 
polation for 0 over each element, in terms of the values 
Q at nodes on the element boundary. Finite elements 
developed along the above lines are referred to as 
Mixed-Hybrid finite elements [34]. The development of 
such a finite element methodology for finite deformation 
analysis of shell, and its verification through carefully 
chosen numericaly examples is the object of the forth, 
coming Part II of this paper. 

At this point it is worth comparing the present prin- 
ciple based on Fz of (9.58) with an analogous principle 
given by Simmonds and Danielson[23]. Briefly, the fol- 
lowing comments can be made: (i) the decomposition 
i$ = I$.& is made in the present, while it can be sur- 
mised that the decomposition c0 = yO.e is made in 1231, 
(ii) the present variational prmciple involves the first 
Piola-Kirchhoff stress resultants ,n_ and the rotations rj 
explicitly. Also ,n in the present work is expressed in 
components along the base vectors at the undeformed 
midsurface. Moreover, in the present work, tn and 4 
occur in such a combination that the stress-resultant 
variable occuring in the variational principle may be 
identified as the symmetrized Biot-Lure’ stress resultant 
+ On the other hand, the stress-resultant appearing in 
[23] seems to the author to be that one which is identified 
as .n_ in the present work. Note however, that the vector 
r+“ is decomposed in [33] along the rotcltrd base vec- 
tors, identified as A$ in the present work, (iii) the 
measures of bending strain are quite different in the 
present work as compared to those in [23], eventhough 
both the measures involve rotation e alone, (iv) an 
objective constitutive theory is developed from the first 
principles in the present work, while such treatment is 
not immediately clear in the work of [23], (v) interes- 
tingly enough, the present work does not involve any ad 
hoc modifications to the definition of stress-resultants or 
to that of the bending strain, while the origin of the 
modified stress variables in eqns (40) and (41) of [23] is 
less apparent. (vi) the fact that the exact AMB condition 

is an ELE corresponding to a variation in 4 is unam- 
biguously demonstrated here, while a similar result is not 
so apparent in [23], and finally, (vii) the present work 
makes an unambiguous transition from 3-D continuum 
mechanics to shell theory in a direct tensor notation. In 
doing so, at least in the belief of the author, the essential 
aesthetics and beauty of structure of mechanics is 
preserved in the developed shell theory. 

However, we rederive a theory analogous to that in 
[23] later in this report, and come back to a further 
technical discussion. Before doing this, however, we 
concentrate on a second alternate simplification of the 
general functional of eqn (9.32). 

Suppose that, in addition to the contact transformation 
in (9.57), we also consider the contact transformation, 

W&g*)+ ,*‘:&* = - W&r_, (9.66) 

whereby, we can eliminate b^* as a variable in (9.32). If, 
in addition, lJ, and u are ehminated through the same 
process as in the first simplification (i.e. FJ discussed 
above, we obtain a three-fold principle involving r~, 4 
and rc as variables, stated as the stationary condition of 
the functional: 

t d(A) ,~':&A" 

_ 
I 

,R.(R - I).&‘dcd(A) 
cm - - 

Precisely, the ELE and NBC of the statement SF? = 0 
are: (i) the compatibility condition for midplane stretch, 
rotation, and displacement (9.40), (ii) the compatibility 
condition for curvature strains (9.41), (iii) the moment 
balance condition (9.43), and (iv) the moment balance 
condition (9.43), and (iv) the moment and deformation 
boundary conditions (9.45b) and (9.44). 

The new functional F3, while involving tr as an ad- 
ditional variable as compared to F2, does allow for a 
direct approximation of the moments ,r in a numerical 
solution, while in Fz, ,r_ depends on 8 through the 
constitutive relation involving &* as a function of 8. This 
may have certain advantages such as a possible added 
accuracy in the solution for ,c This will be discussed 
further in Part II of the paper. 

Now, we return to a discussion of a mixed principle 
involving stress functions and rotations for a finitely 
deformed shell, based on the polar-decomposition &= 
y,,.l$ as is the case in [23]. 

First, consider the term ,r’:b.&.& in F, of (9.2). We 
rewrite this as: 

,r_‘:!&l$,&= ,rT:b. y0jol! (9.68) 

= ,T_T.@r:b_. y0 

= &:b. -0 V 

=T*c:yO._ b 

= T r: yO,.( y@‘o.R)-‘.~*.( ya-’ 

= 7*g$b*.IjT. yo-’ 

= y[. _ .b^! (9.69) 
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wherein, the new bending strain measure is defined as: 

Q = l$b_*.r$*. lg’. (9.70) 

Recall that, 

i!* = p. r;l, = &*.ry. yJ$ (9.71) -1 _Vo.[,&i - #) + ,[.(Ij - @.N]dc~(A). (9.77) 
ca 

Thus, As before, we see that the first variation of the above is: 

t = lf.b:*.lj*; yo = r$gJ=. (9.72a,b) 

Thus, it is interesting to note: (i) since p is a bending 
strain measure that is solely determined by the rotation 
R, so is the second bending strain measure 6’; (if since 
the frame-indifference requirements have been shown 
earlier to lead to the definition of an isotropic semilinear 
material in terms of Q, and &*, these requirements will 
again be met if, in eqns (9.25) and (9.30), & and b:* are 
replaced by RT.y& and R_‘.f$.@ respectively; (iii) 
more importan~y, note that W, involves not oniy I& 
and b*’ but also the rotations 8 explicitly. To be precise, 
we write: t d(A) 2 I$& f-$‘$R + v(A) [ $‘.J$ (i$)T 

(9.73) 

such that, 

(9.74) 

a@ Eh3 
d=-RR.{@.b^*.R - l&Z& 
at? 12(1- “2) - - - - - - 

-+(I - Y,(R’.b^*.e - I,)).&* 
(9.75) 

and (iii) (& t&A* = V,.R (9.8 1) - _ 

~=2~0.&~t&‘.~.(~)it&‘T.&(~). (9.76) 
(iv) ,$“({.I& = - RT.6’ (9.82) . _ 

_ 
or 

The fact that a frame-indifferent constitutive theory 
involves a strain-energy density function w0 that 
depends on the strain measures LJ’~, and 6’ as well as I$ 
explicitly does not appear to have been accounted for by 
Simmonds and Danielson[231. Further, the definition of 
b^‘, which appears to be the definition of the bending strain (as opposed to the earlier relation b* = b,,b”g*“). 

measure in [23], is not as apparent in [23] as above. Thus b’ is a tensor whose covariant components in the 
We now define F, of (9.32) in terms of y0, 8, ,r~, ,r, and mixed basis A*agu are numerically equal to the com- 

Q as follows: 
J?f &Q, 14: $9 Ir_, 

ponents b,, of the second fundamental tensor 4, of the 
deformed mid surface, in the basis #g”. 

+ ,r.SQ’]dcU’(A). 

It is thus seen that SF, = 0 leads to: 

ati 
(ii) G = - R.,r = - T*r 

a@ - - * 

CAS Vol. 18. No. I-H 

tv) (V’(A) d%z + ti(4 p = 0 

where ( I,, denotes a( )/ap 

(9.84) 
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(vi) the boundary conditions 

IA = Q and (RN) = (I$&‘) at Cy, _ _ 

and 

(9.85) 

and 

vOa,na = ,N and ~0, J’ = ,lj at C, (9.86a,b) 

(vii) g(A) 2 Vo.R.$:GR + q(A) [ $‘.& (2)’ 

t @=.lj. 3 :SR -(ti,r”),,N:6R (_)I - 
-(Vo.*nT: SR - &.(rT:SR)a = 0. (9.87) 

Noting that (a) SR.RT is skew-symm_etric, (b) In = 
(1/2)(,n.R t R=JI~), (c) ,*r = tcf = -(aWo/?*), we see 
that (9187) can be written as: 

g(A) l’&n,.~:S&~=.~ 
-q(A) ~‘=.l$,~&H$l$=.~ 

-(v(A) f),, N:SR.F=.E = 0 (9.88) 

or that 

= symmetric (9.89) 

where n = i$RT = R.y is the normal to the deformed 
mid-surface according to our original definition. Noting 
that tT = R.$*T.R=, eqn (9.89) can be written as: 

xQA)(v~.R)JI - x~~),~T.(v~.R)T tRc*T.lr _ _ _ - __ _ ,r=.b^*.RT) * - - 

-(q/(A) r”),cx~? + n&4 f’),, = 0 (9.90) 

If one notes that yo.R = I$.&,, it is seen that (9.90) is 
identical to the earher relatton (9.40). Thus eqn (9.90), as 
was (9.94), is in fact a disguised form of the exact 
moment balance conditions, as derived earlier, via. (9.51) 
and (9.52b). 

As before, we consider certain simplifications to the 
functional F1 of (9.77). First we note that 

w. = mo,,[RT.Vo.R] + wo#‘.@.R). (9.91) _ _ 

We consider the contact transformation, 

PO’,,@=. Vo.R) -$R.m + $‘.R’);Vo = Ct6,(RT. Vo.R) 

_ 
T!:v 

= Fvo’,,@=. r(,.& 

-~R.(,LR +R=.,n’).R=:V, ___ _ _ _ _ 

- T 
= W,,(& . I&&) - IQ. R T. . Vo 

= %‘o,(qo)-rl!:u=- Wh!) 

= - ~c’,,(~T.T,&@. (9.92) 

Using (9.92), we may eliminate y. as a variable from F; 
of (9.77). We also eliminate u from Fi by satisfying: (i) 

the force balance condition (9.98), and (ii) the force 
boundary condition (9.86a). Finally, we eliminate 6: as a 
variable by satisfying the curvature strain compattbility 
condition (9.83). Thus we obtain a mixed variational 
functional involving R, and ,n_ (which appears only 
through =c c (l/2)]& + ,r~‘.&‘l) as 
lows: 

F&g, 8) = 1 I-v(A) W,,@=.T!.@ 

;;l(A) ~o’,,(~T.!&l?) 

t q(A) ,n=:&A”}d$‘d5’ 

variables, as fol- 

- I $.(I$ - Q.Ndcq(A) 
% 

- I po.[ - ,n.@ + ,c(& - I?).N]d/(A) dc (9.93) 
=, 

where 

r;l= - R.A”(&N),,. (9.94) 

The ELE and NBC of SF; = 0 can again be easily 
verified to be: (i) compatibility of midplane strains, viz. 
(A, t @,.)A” = ~o.l?, (vi) the moment balance condition, 
(9.90), (iii) the deformation boundary conditions (9.85), 
and (iv) the moment boundary conditions (9.86b). 

The a priori constraint of force balance, which as 
before is: 

(g(A) ,n”L + q(A) D = 0 (9.95) 

can be satisfied, as before, by setting: 

and once again, as before, we may take: 

In a = *rYOArJ t ,Ply (9.97) 

F = F@& + F’N; pa = P”‘A, t P”‘N (9.98) 

which as before, involve only the geometry of the known 
undeformed mid-surface. 

We now draw some comparisons between the present 
F; and what should be an analogous result in [23]: (i) the 
frame-indifference of the constitutive relations are stu- 
died here from first principles. In fact, $ is seen from 
eqns (9.76) and {9.87), that making W. depend on 
IjT.yo.& and e’.b,‘$ (and thus account for aWo/a@) is 
necessary to recover the exact moment balance con- 
dition. This issue is not explicitly addressed in [23], while 
the author has not verified that this is implicit in the 
results of [23], (ii) the linear momentum (LMB) or force 
balance condition in the present still involves ,n_. Thus, as 
in (9.97) and (9.98), the components of to= and the stress 
function vector F still involve only the geometry of the 
known undeformed midsurface. However, as noted ear- 
lier, the LMB in [23] is written directly in terms of $, 
and thus the components of T+ra and p are written in 
terms of the rotated base vectors (A*0 in the present 
notation). For practical applications, the author believes 
that the present representation may be more convenient, 
(iii) the definitions of the new stress resultants Tr! and the 
stress couples =.r_ appear quite naturally in the present 
work, without involving any ad hoc approximations. 
While the definitions of stress-resultants and couples in 
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[23] should be analogous to mc and + of the present, 19. 

their origin is not so apparent in [23], (iv) the direct 
tensor notation employed here, at least in the belief of 2.0. 
the author, preserves the essential beauty and clarity of 
modern continuum mechanics. 21. 

We conclude this paper by noting that a second 

simplified functional F; which involves i7, ,t~, ,c through 
l?, Tc and TL~ can be derived in a fashion entirely 22, 
analogous to that in (9.67). 

Note added in proof. It is with a deep sense of sadness the author 
wishes to note the passing away of Prof. Washizu in November 

23. 

1981. 
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A:@ = (Am”g,gJ:Bi,gig’ 

= A”“B,(g,.g’)(g..g’) = (Biigigi):Amngmgn 

= A”B.. zz B:A I, __. (A1.I) 

Thus A:@ = /$A = Ar:er for any 4 and 8. If 4 is symmetric, 
while B may not be, 

A:B=AT:BT=A:Br=;A:(B+Br). (Al.2) 

Let 4 be a general second order tensor, say, 4 = C.Q. Then, 

4:8 = (C.&B = B:(C.Q) = (Qr.Cr):Br = B=:(Qr.Cr). 

(A1.3) 

E. Reissner, On finite symmetrical deflections of thin shells 
of revolution. J. Appl. Mech. 36,267-270 (1969). 

By straight forward algebra, it is seen that the above trace 
operation has the cyclic property: 

APPENDIX 1 

Simple properties of trace operation 
By definition, for any 4 and B, 
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(c.Q):lj = C:(@QT) = D:(C’.B) 

= (B.Q?:C = (C?-@).4 

= (Q.!j?:C’ = (zjT.Q:QS etc. (Al.4) 

APPENDIX 2 

Representation of a rotation tensor for a she// 
As noted in (23, 241 it is convenient to express the rigid body 

rotation by a single rotation of magnitude w about an axis 
parallel to some unit vector _e on the reference surface of the 
shell. Eventhough alternate representations of the finite rotation 
vector are possible[23,24] here we assume for convenience that 
the finite rotation vector 0 has the form 

4 = sinwe (A2.1) 

As noted in [24], the action of the finite rotation vector 0 on a 
vector 4 can be expressed as the transformation of 4 to A* such 
that: 

A* = 4 t q x 4 t [Q x (4 x A)]/2 cos*(o/2) 

= &.A(say). (A2.2) 

Thus. we may express the rigid rotation tensor 4 in terms of 0 

as: 

13 = ! + q x !+ [(Q x !).(Q x !)]/2 cos~OJ/2. (A2.3) 

We may now express _e in terms of the basis 4,. N on the 
undeformed midsurface; as: 

such that. 

_e = e”A, t e3N (A2.4) 

e”e”A,B + (e3)’ = I. (A2.9 

Al\o, 01 can he assumed as a function of the coordinate\ C” on 

the undeformed midsurface. Thus, 

(1 = [sinw(FU)][e”(~“)~,, t e’([“)N]. (A2.6) 

Thus, from (A2.3) and (A2.6) it is seen that 4 is expressed as a 
function of 58 alone, and further lj involves the geometric 

variables of the known undeformed reference surface only. This 
is convenient in numerical computations. 

Using (A2.3) and (A2.6), the components of 8 can be expres- 
sed through straight forward algebra in terms of the basis 
(A,,, 8). The differentiation of 8 with respect to 5” can he 
carried out in a straight forward manner. This tedious algebra is 
omitted here. 


